SIZING CHART
MATCH CLOTHING
COLLECTIONS

These sizes are only to be used as a guide. Careful attention should be paid to garment
with a “Slim Fit” icon which are obviously a smaller, slimmer fitting.

Sampling is strongly advised if you are unsure about sizes. We cannot accept any liability
or return of goods, if garments are decorated and then found to be unsuitable.

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
CLUB SERVICE

On photographic reproduction and print some colour changes may occur between pictures and original products. We reserve the right to make product/technical changes (in design, colour, function and material),
which we feel, will make for improvement of the product. We will not accept any responsibility for printing errors in the catalogue! All Stanno products are suitable for printing, front or back.
Garment care: Stanno products are made to the highest standards and are subject to strict quality control procedures. Garments however can discolour due to substances such as mud and grass, liniment or oil, and of
course perspiration, all of which may not be fully removable by washing. The extent of discolouration can be greatly reduced by following a few simple procedures. Soaking and/or washing of the garment in water and
detergent as soon as possible after use can reduce discolouration, using at least the same volume of water as the garment being treated. Always follow detergent manufacturers instructions, especially those intended
to tackle heavy stains and avoid products containing bleach. Stanno International cannot accept any liability for discolouration or damage to garments resulting from staining caused by elements foreign to the materials
used in manufacture.
All catalogue prices are recommended prices inclusive of VAT. The copying of products, in whatever form that may take, is forbidden without the prior written consent of Stanno International. Stanno International
reserves the right to modify product specifications and prices at any given time.
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